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News Release 

 Anima Sana In Corpore Sano, meaning “A Sound Mind in a Sound Body,” is an old Latin phrase from which ASICS is
derived and the fundamental platform on which the brand still stands. The company was founded more than 60 years
ago by Kihachiro Onitsuka and is now a leading designer and manufacturer of running shoes, as well as, other athletic
footwear, apparel and accessories. For more information, visit www.asics.com.  
  

 

  
 
  The stripe design featured on the sides of ASICS® shoes is a trademark of ASICS Corporation and is a registered trademark in most countries of the world.   

 

ASICS becomes title sponsor for Stockholm Marathon 
 
 

 
Hoofddorp,(August 12,2010) - ASICS has signed a sponsorship deal with the Stockholm Marathon to 
become the event’s first title sponsor.  
Recognised as one of the biggest and best running events in Northern Europe, the annual race will now 
be called the ASICS Stockholm Marathon - the first of which will take place on Saturday 28 May 2011. 
 
The long-term contract, signed on August 12 2010, underlines ASICS’ active commitment to,  
and support for, the running community.  
As the market leader in performance running, ASICS believes cooperative opportunities with key 
marathons are a vital investment to the world of running. 
ASICS is actually the brand of choice for majority of marathon runners worldwide. Our brand is the most 
using running shoes brand in marathon around the world. 
 
We already sponsors some of the world’s largest marathons, such as New York, Tokyo and Paris, and 
its new deal with the Stockholm Marathon follows closely on the heels of another partnership with the 
Singapore Marathon. 
 
This latest agreement with Stockholm is ASICS’ biggest involvement ever 
with running in Scandinavia. Not only does the deal cover the Stockholm 
Marathon, it also includes sponsorship of Premiärmilen (the official preparation  
race before the Stockholm Marathon), the training group Team Stockholm Marathon, Minimaran 
(Stockholm’s Mini Marathon youth event), and Jubileumsmarathon (the Jubilee Marathon taking place 
on 14 July 2012 to celebrate 100 years since Stockholm’s 1912 Olympic Marathon) 
 
Alistair Cameron, President and COO of ASICS Europe B.V., says,  
“The Stockholm Marathon is part of our long-term investment in the brand’s core market of running.  
With active participation on the rise, we look forward to working with the Stockholm team to increase 
Scandinavia’s general participation in sports, and to offer runners the best equipment for their needs.” 
 
Bengt Olsson, chairman of the Stockholm Marathon organisation, says, 
 “ASICS is a company that really stands for marathon running. That’s why we naturally chose to work 
with ASICS as the first title sponsor in Stockholm Marathon’s 33 year history.”. 


